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Their poise exudes well-earned confidence and
pride; the sparkle in their eyes hints at a boundless
energy. The women on these pages hail from three
places where people live the longest—a village in
Okinawa, Japan; a fishing region on Prince Edward
Island, Canada; and a city in southern California—
and they embody a vitality that's as inspiring as
it is motivating. Adopt their habits, and you may
add years to your life and life to your years, says
Thomas T. Perls, MD, a centenarian researcher who
tracks people who live to age 100 or more.

Experts suspect that the close-knit communities
where these women live and the sense of purpose
that fills their days are what give them the aging
advantage. Here, they share a few secrets—ones
you can live by, no matter your zip code.
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The Seventh-day Adventists who populate
this California city practice the healthy habits the church advocates—no smc
or drinking and eating a primarily vegetarian diet.

"Avoid soda, coffee, and anything that ends in ine (like nicotine and
caffeine), and exercise every day—that's my discipline. I take a half mile
walk before and after breakfast, ride the stationary bike for 6 to 8 miles,
and lift 5-pound weights. I often need a little rest in between, but I happen
to find feeling tired really very annoying." —MARGE JETTON, AGE 103
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